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ABSTRACT

People know that the internet today has become an integral part of the lifestyle of various Indonesian community groups, but the results of surveys conducted by the Indonesian Internet Network Organizing Association are known to have access to educational pages are still very lacking. The online-based flipped classroom learning model is packaged to appeal to students and is a learning that adapts online learning in times of pandemic by directing students to utilize the internet for learning. This study was a classroom action research by applying online-based flipped classroom model to improve Students’ Mathematics Result And Interest. The classroom action research was done in two cycles. Each cycle consists of planning, action, observation, and reflection. The findings of this research revealed that the online-based flipped classroom model could improve students’ mathematics results and interest. At the end of the first cycle, the students’ mathematics result was still in the medium category and increased at the end of the second cycle, which students’ mathematics result has been in high category, and students’ mathematics interest has been more than 80% that is reaching the expected target.

1. INTRODUCTION

Referring to the current spread of Covid 19, online learning is one of the solutions chosen by the government to continue learning and teaching activities throughout the Republic of Indonesia. According to (Naserly 2020) not only at the basic level but online learning is set thoroughly to all levels of education up to the college level. As reported by Republika.co.id (Wednesday 25 Mar 2020 01:36 WIB) by Nadiem Makarim, the minister of education and culture mentioned that online learning automatically makes teachers and students required to try and further explore learning technology.

On the other hand, it is known that the internet today has become an integral part of the lifestyle of various Indonesian community groups. According to (Saifuddin, 2017) the data of the survey conducted by the Indonesian Internet Network Organizing Association (APJII) in 2016 shows that among students is the largest internet user in Indonesia, namely students in the first order 89.7%, and the second place students with 69.8%, but it is known that access to education pages is still very lacking. Furthermore, based on the results of ajpi survey in 2018 it is known that the main reason for using the internet is communication and social media, and known content that is often visited is to watch movies/videos. Based on the results of research (Wayan Ilia Yuda Sukmana and Kadek Suartama 2018) it is known that students are less required to utilize technological developments for learning and teachers are less utilizing technology in the implementation of learning process. Furthermore according to (Tsai et al. 2018) online learning can create an environment that engages students in ways that will maintain their high interest and commitment to continuing learning. So there still needs to be awareness from students and teachers in making the most of technology (Kusuma & Hamidah 2019a).

Based on the results of research (Jaka Wijaya Kusuma and Hamidah 2019b) it is known that the learning model used greatly influences students’ learning interests to engage during the learning process. Furthermore, the interest in learning greatly influences the results of learning. The results of the study (Boriri and Ishak 2020) show that student interest in learning is quite influential on learning achievement. From the results of the analysis it can be said that the greater one’s learning interest, the higher the learning achievement. But in fact, online learning today still seems unprepared and less attentive to students’ learning interests. Based on the results of interviews with students it is not uncommon for teachers to focus on completing material targets regardless of the obstacles faced by students in their learning process. Moreover, there are limitations and constraints in online learning such as unstable signals that reduce the learning time that has the potential impact on the delivery of less optimal materials (Kusuma & Hamidah, 2020).

Based on the results of the dissemination of pre-research questionnaires to students about online learning is known some things that are urgent and need immediate treatment because it has a very influential effect on student learning
outcomes. Some of them are 32% students answering the question “what difficulties exist when participating in online class” is material understanding, 59% of students answer the question “do you understand the material given during online learning” is lacking and do not understand, and based on the results of live interviews with students it is known that during online learning time it feels brief because sometimes it is difficult to enter the study room and not rarely left behind discussion material. Students also stated that not a few lecturers give a lot of assignments without providing a detailed explanation of the material. This is also supported by the results of research (Riyanda, Herlina, and Wicaksono 2020) known that several factors causing online learning results have not reached targets including limited understanding and ability of educators in online learning, unstable internet connections, and the unpreparedness of educators for updates in the online learning system. The results of the study (Riyanda, Herlina, and Wicaksono 2020) are also known that there are still educators who need to improve their competence in the implementation of online learning.

Departing from the above facts, it is necessary to have a suitable learning model to adjust online learning during this pandemic while also considered able to attract interest as well as improve student learning outcomes. According to (Korhonen, Ruhalahi, and Veermans 2019) a teacher should consider whether the chosen model includes pedagogical elements, otherwise he or she may need to devote more attention to students during the learning process. The statement was also confirmed by (Ernest 2019) that teachers or lecturers can make relevant findings and apply to their own subjects, thus becoming professional teachers. Professional teachers are the key to the success of mathematics learning. Teacher professional knowledge consist of content knowledge, pedagogical content knowledge, and general pedagogical knowledge. Pedagogic content knowledge is an understanding about representations, analogies, examples of mathematical concepts, and skills on how to teach students mathematics. For that one suitable learning model is flipped classroom based online (Kusuma & Hamidah 2019a).

According to (Sukmana and Suartama, 2018) flipped classroom learning model is teaching strategy by minimizing the number of direct instructions and maximizing interaction with each other. According to (Elmaadaway 2018) content in a flipped classroom may be delivered to students via prerecorded or live video lectures, audio recordings, screencasts, annotated notes, automated tutoring systems or computer simulation programs. Furthermore, the results of the study (Mirlanda, Nindiasari, and Syamsuri 2020) are known that with the flipped classroom learning model, teachers can effectively spend time interacting with students and help them resolve difficulties in understanding concepts and accommodate each student’s ideas.

The flipped classroom learning process is based online, previously students were required to view certain learning videos, websites or tutorials that have been determined/prepared and can be accessed through their internet-connected mobile phones/computers. The material that is first provided through text, audio, video, animation, or multimedia learning must be studied by students in their own home and work on the prepared questions. Instead, classroom study sessions are used for discussion. In this study flipped classroom based online, the meaning is a study session for discussion in the classroom conducted online. This is expected to overcome time and signal limitations during online learning while increasing students’ interest and learning outcomes. According to (Vermana and Zuzano, 2018) with flipped classroom learning students are required to study and read books at home before learning begins. Furthermore, when online students just discuss asking questions that are less or not understood.

Based on the above, the authors are interested in conducting research by applying an online-based flipped classroom learning model to improve students’ interest and math learning outcomes. The purpose of this study is to find out: 1) how Students’ Mathematics Result improve with an online-based flipped classroom model; and 2) how to Students’ Mathematics interest after learning with flipped classroom models based online.

2. METHODS

This type of study is class action research. Class action research is action research conducted with the aim of improving the quality of learning practices in its classroom (Vermana and Zuzano 2018). Research was conducted in the lecture class of mathematics education study program of Bina Bangsa University in the even semester of the academic year 2019-2020. The subjects of the study were students of the mathematics education study program who participated in the field of geometry analytics space numbering 38 students.

Class action research is carried out in several cycles, each cycle consisting of four stages namely the stage of planning, action execution, observation, and reflection. In general the class action research steps as in the following figure:

![Fig. 1. Research measures](image-url)
At the planning stage the research team prepared a cone slice material in the form of a learning video. In the learning video is also shown simulation with mathematical software namely geometry pad to make it easier for students to understand the material while attracting students to the material provided. Students are also given youtube links through whatsapp group as an additional reference in understanding the material. At the end of the learning video is also prepared about training for students to work at home and discussed during the implementation of learning. Furthermore, at the stage of implementation of the action, the online learning process with flipped classroom model is done via zoom i.e. discussing the difficulty of students in understanding the material or resolving the training question given. The observation stage is that the teaching lecturer as a researcher accompanied by the research team will fill out an observation and evaluation sheet during the online learning process by observing the activities of lecturers and students. The reflection stage is that the research team analyzes the observation results and evaluates the learning process. If the results and learning process have not reached the target then the researchers make improvement points to apply to the next cycle.

The instruments used to collect data on this study are the study interest questionnaire and the study results test. Interest indicators to be observed include student attitudes that show a sense of pleasure while studying, attraction/perseverance during the learning process, attention to lessons, and involvement/active following learning. While the study results used in the study is the final test of cone slice material given after learning is given in the form of a description test.

The data analysis technique of the students’ mathematics result in this study is to determine the percentage of classical completion of students who have a C+ equivalent grade (grade 65 on a scale of 100) upwards on the quiz of each cycle calculated by using the following formula (Yuliawati 2019):

\[
\text{Percentage} = \frac{\text{Number of Students with grades above 65}}{\text{Total Students}} \times 100\%
\]

The percentage of classical completion for students’ mathematics result in space geometry courses is ≥ 85% of students achieve grades above 65.

For data students’ mathematics interest is analyzed by being classified in the categorization table. Study interest poll scores range from 30 to 150. To determine the criteria for measurement results are classified based on average, namely:

\[
\bar{x} = \frac{30 + 150}{2} = 90
\]

and deviation standards

\[
\sigma = \frac{150 - 30}{6} = 20
\]

Categorization of measurement results using criteria developed by (Sunendar, 2016) can be seen in the following table.

<p>| Table 1. Learning Interest Qualifications |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Score Interval</th>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>X &gt; \bar{x} + 1.5\sigma</td>
<td>\bar{x} &gt; 120</td>
<td>Very high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\bar{x} + \sigma &lt; X \leq \bar{x} + 1.5\sigma</td>
<td>100 &lt; X \leq 120</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\bar{x} - 0.5\sigma &lt; X \leq \bar{x} + \sigma</td>
<td>80 &lt; X \leq 100</td>
<td>Enough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\bar{x} - 1.5\sigma &lt; X \leq \bar{x} - 0.5\sigma</td>
<td>60 &lt; X \leq 80</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X \leq \bar{x} - 1.5\sigma</td>
<td>X \leq 60</td>
<td>Very Low</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The resulting data of the student’s study interest category is then calculated the percentage of classical completion that is students who have a high or very high learning interest after being given learning calculated by using the following formula (Yuliawati 2019):

\[
\text{Percentage} = \frac{\text{Number of Students with high interest categories and very high interest}}{\text{Total Students}} \times 100\%
\]

The percentage of classical completion for student learning interests is ≥ 80% of students have a high and very high learning interest after learning.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Results

This research was conducted in 2 cycles, each cycle was conducted as many as 3 meetings according to the learning schedule. The following are presented the findings on student learning results in cycles I and II after being given learning with flipped classroom models based online.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. Student Learning Results Cycle I and II</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cycle I study results</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cycle II study results</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valid N (listwise)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From table 2 it is known that student study results in cycle I averaged 69.74 then increased in cycle II with an average of 77.13. The minimum and maximum values also increase from cycle I to cycle II. Furthermore, from the study data it is known that in cycle I there are 27 students from all students getting grades over 65 or in other words 71.05% of students reach the target. While in cycle II of 38 students there are 34 students with grades over 65 or in other words 89.47% students reach the target.

The next table will be presented the results of student learning interests after being given learning with flipped classroom models based online.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3. Student Learning Interests</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criteria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very Low</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 shows that the percentage of study interest of the majority of students is at a high criterion of 81.5%. Then the percentage on the high criteria coupled with the very high criteria reaches 94.5%. In other words, based on the percentage of classical completion for student learning interest has been more than 80% that is reaching the expected target. Furthermore, the research team’s observation data on student activities during the learning process.
3.2 Discussion

In table 2 shows that in general, student learning outcomes after taking part in online-based flipped classroom models increased by a percentage exceeding the expected target. This is in line with the results of the study (Mitanda, Nindiassari, and Syamwui 2020) namely with flipped classroom learning model can improve the mathematical reasoning skills of high school students grade X. Furthermore in line with the results of the study (Vermuna and Suzano 2018) which is known that the learning model flipped classroom with a strategy of giving questions and getting answers can improve student learning outcomes.

During flipped classroom learning based online students are required to understand the material first before the learning process, thus making students more active when learning online. According to (Cheng, Ritzhaupt, and Antonenko 2019) it is important to use the right strategies to ensure students will learn before face-to-face classes in the implementation of flipped classroom learning. So it was found that almost all students already have a supply of materials and various questions that have been had during the discussion (Negara et al. 2020).

The paradigm of online learning is no longer learning that seems to only give assignments online, but it becomes a solution to invite students more interactive during learning. As said (Panigrahi, Srivastava, and Sharma 2018) that online learning is beneficial for students as they can learn at their own pace with the availability of online materials. This can clearly be seen in the interaction chart that students know shows the better activity in each cycle. Students are active in expressing ideas or questions to their friends. Lecturers continue to monitor and direct discussions so that learning time is used to the maximum for discussion of understanding the material or solving existing problems.

With online learning is able to increase interactivity and learning efficiency because it gives students higher potential to communicate more with lecturers, colleagues, and access more learning materials. This is in line with the opinion (Wong et al. 2019) that emerging technology constantly expands for online learning and continues to fuel the evolution of distance education. The Findings showed a 47% increase in online learning and blended courses in the primary and secondary education.

Based on the observation results at 3 meetings in cycle 1 found several deprivation points that need to be corrected, among others: 1) out of 38 students found 21 students who did not ask, 10 students were less involved during the learning process, 12 students who could not answer questions given by lecturers or classmates, and 11 students expressed lack of understanding of the material submitted. According to (Rizqiuloh 2020) as a lecturer should be able to read the situation and understand the needs of students in the learning process. Thus, the improvements made in cycle I and applied to cycle II are: 1) require students to make a summary of the material from the learning video provided before the learning process begins, 2) require students to make what points are known and unknown from the learning video, and 3) require students to make questions either to ask the lecturer or discussed with classmate.

Findings in cycle 2 showed that student activity increased significantly by 47.36%. After rpp observation and improvement, students in addition to being required to understand the material before learning, they are also used to making summaries and question points around the material from the given video. Although observations in cycle II show there are 10.53% of students who still show less involvement and less interactive. This is because students still seem embarrassed to express their ideas, especially the material that they have still lacking. According to (Ayçıçek and Yeklen 2018) despite the advantages of the flipped classroom model there are some drawbacks that may occur when students do not watch videos before learning.

But activities during the learning process in general have been very communicative, each student has questions to discuss and has a summary of the material as the basis for answering questions during the discussion. This is in line with the opinion (Wayan Ilia Yuda Sukmana and Kadek Suartama 2018) which mentions that the flipped classroom learning process invites active students to discover themselves the essence of the subject matter. Further according to (Akçayır and Akçayır 2018) in flipped classrooms, students experience active learning and have opportunities to perform higher order thinking activities. So students must indirectly engage in the learning process and its positive impact on fostering confidence and developing intellectual ability.
Figure 3 shows that the results of teaching with flipped classrooms models help students to understand geometry materials well. From the answer sheet, students are seen parsing and writing info from the question into neatly arranged answer pieces, so that the direction of the answer becomes clear. The results of the evaluation analysis on teaching also showed the ability to argue well when asked to explain the answers to the results of the question practice. Students also utilize the math software provided to understand the material and solve the given problem.

According to (Itqan 2018) learning by utilizing technology goes hand in hand with students’ learning interests. The same is also revealed by (Dina, Ikhsan, and Hajidin 2019) that the importance of developing an interest in learning mathematics. According to him that if students have the pleasure of learning mathematics and positive responses to mathematics, difficult math lessons become easy for them, so that enthusiastic students in learning math and mathematical concepts will be attached to their minds. This is evidenced by the results of this study which showed a large interest in studying students with online learning which is 81.5% students showed high interest after being given online learning with flipped classroom models.

Students’ interest in lessons also has a positive impact on their learning outcomes. Known from cycle I then cycle II shows improved student learning outcomes after learning. This shows students follow the learning circuit well. The observations showed that each student tried to stand out in expressing his questions and ideas during the discussion. According to (Triarisanti and Purnawarman 2019) learners who are interested in a lesson will have broad knowledge of the lessons and get benefits from learning in everyday life. So it is very important to pay attention to students’ learning interests during the learning process.

In its application, flipped classroom model utilizes mathematical software namely geometry pad so that the material conveyed becomes more interesting and easy to understand. According to (Yani and Rosma 2020) states that technology is very useful in simulation, multimedia, and modeling. Students are also given youtube links as a reference for the material to be discussed. Thus the student’s knowledge becomes more extensive and open, especially students do not feel bored with the learning process. This is in line with the opinion (Jaka Wijaya Kusuma and Hamidah 2019b) that one way to attract students’ interest and attention in learning is to provide variation in the learning process.

Further during the learning process, students are directed to create groups to facilitate and facilitate discussion. Thus the discussion is continued through chat via group even though the learning time is up. This coordinates the difficulties of unfinished students during discussions during learning. This is in accordance with the results of the study (Mulenga and Marbán 2020) has shown that social media use in learning instructions, by and large improves the nature of teaching. Whatsapp groups other than to discuss are also used as a means to convey information either in the form of the delivery of the next material or the reference link of the material for the next meeting.

However, there are still some students who experience a problem with online-based learning. Based on the results of live interviews, students expressed more familiar with direct learning. According to students, there is pressure during online learning so that the material provided becomes elusive. This is reinforced by the results of research (Istikomah and Wahyuni 2018) who reported students who are common with gadgets as a learning medium still have high anxiety in learning mathematics, and be concluded that gadgets do not significantly contribute to the level of mathematics anxiety.

4. CONCLUSION

The findings of this research revealed that the online-based flipped classroom model could improve Students’ Mathematics Result And Interest. At the end of the first cycle, the students’ mathematics result was still in the medium category and increased at the end of the second cycle, which students’ mathematics result has been in high category. With a percentage of classical completion in cycle II ≥ 85% of students achieved grades above 65 which was 89.47%. For students’ mathematics interest has been more than 80% that is reaching the expected target. Students’ mathematics interest after studying with online-based flipped classroom model achieved the expected target with the percentage of classical completion for student learning interest ≥ 80% of students have a high and very high learning interest after being given 94.5% learning.
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